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The Diamond Light Codes  

- Activating Higher Consciousness Potentials 
- Arise from and also Activate and Support the Diamond Light Grid or Matrix 
- Open portals into Christ Consciousness frequencies
- Are part of the Language of Light and therefore provide information 
- Subjective and Intuitive connections and interpretations
- May be perceived through sound and additional senses
- Stimulate Divine Fire, Shakti. Kundalini
- Adjust and provide for DNA reconfiguration
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• Light is the commonly used name for a range of electromagnetic 
radiation that can be detected by the human eye.

• Light is actually ALL frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
even those we can’t see, and ranges from x-rays and gamma rays to 
all visible frequencies

• Each frequency has a different action on the body, and the intensity 
of this is dependant upon factors such as amplitude of the wave 
form. Light therefore conveys information about itself through 
interaction with specific frequencies.

• Light as information is both a carrier wave and a particle
• Light ‘folds’ on itself resulting in discrete ‘packets’ of information 

presented or perceived through the resultant geometric forms.
• All of life (sentient and non-sentient) is light!
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“There is a Light Grid within the body which 
registers all units of biological-electrical radiation
at low frequency field levels”

“Every molecule within the body continually projects 
light pulses which build up a light code structure which 
is beyond the physical relativity. This code structure is 
used to reshape the next program of consciousness 
evolution”

J J Hurtak, The Keys of Enoch
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Metamorphosis and Light 

Russian Scientist, Pjotr Garjajev and his team successfully 
changed a frog into a salamander using only coherent laser light!

Focussed light with the correct information can change and alter form
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Ancient Cuneiform

Ancient (Biblical) Hebrew

Egyptian Heiroglyphics
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• Aetheric energy can be scooped, directed, focused, flowed,
intensified, and in general controlled by geometrical shapes
and patterns, and mind or thought (visualization). 

• Aetheric energy in its myriad forms is the basic life force of 
the universe and as such is the basis of all the phenomenal 
universe. 

Dan Davidson, Shape Power

• In a triangle or pyramid, the greatest concentration of 
aetheric energy is at a position one-third of the  height of the 
shape. This is especially so when the energetic flow is in a 
natural curved manner (think spirals.)  
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Ref : Shape Power by Dan Davidson
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• The regulation of all activities in the human body is mediated by Proteins
• Proteins are chains of amino acids produce by gene sequences in the DNA
• These chains fold in on themselves  to create complex 3-dimensionsal  

structures and configurations
• The shape of the protein is paramount to its proper functioning in the human 

body
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Dr Ibrahim Karim and Biogeometry
www.biogeometry.com

A few biogeometry Signatures
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Traditional Definition: A visual occurrence characterized by 
seeing light without having light actually enter into the eye. The 
most common phosphenes are pressure phosphenes. Rubbing the 
closed eyes stimulates the cells of the retina. The optic 
nerve translates this pressure into various images. 

Causes : Vaso-dilation, pressure on eyeballs, electrical stimulation,
Drug induced (eg alcohol), hallucinogens (eg DMT)

ENTOPTIC – generated from within
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15 main categories of 
electrically induced
Phosphene images 

Ref : Max Knoll, Technische Hochschule in Munich
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Dimethyltryptamine (DMT) is a naturally-occurring psychedelic compound 
made up of carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen. It exists in several plant species 
and trace amounts are found in the human body. 

Plants containing the compound have been used in religious ceremonies for 
thousands of years. Users claim to experience a lucid extra-dimensional plane 
of reality. Research scientists have affirmed that these DMT users may be at 
least partially correct
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• A known pyschadelic, inducing internal experiences
• Produced by our own pineal gland
• Requires a threshold level to be reached before visual phenomena result
• Complex imagery and ‘real’ alternate time space experiences

eg. UFO’s, alien life forms, fractal geometries and patterns
• The experience appears to be dependant upon the level of consciousness

of the individual
• Experiences beyond the recognised phosphene phenomenon, having 

profound effects on human consciousness
• Formal studies in DMT effects conducted by Rick Strassman, 

“DMT : The Spirit Molecule”
• A ‘gateway’ into alternate dimensions and realms

It is estimated that approx, 2% of the population have the ability to 
spontaneously generate amounts of DMT above the threshold required for 
altered state experiences.

This may also be linked with electrical stimulation of the pineal gland 
through spontaneous kundalini arousals and awakenings
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How it all started!
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The Light Code

Journey 
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1. Select a single Light Code to spend the week with

1.1 Each Day, spend 5 minutes doing a visual focus/ meditation
exercise with your chosen code (refer to your workbook –
page 28)

1.2 Spend 10-15 minutes daily doing the Energy Movement
breathing exercise with your chosen Light Code 

1.3 Make a note of your experiences and observations in your
journal
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